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As if there isn't
enough on
Ripley's back
already, there is
also a time limit
that dictates the
speed with which
she rescues all
the captives in
each level. Collect
them all to stop
the Aliens breed-
ing!

Neer mind eh?

G e t  P . 0
L e v e l

The movie, is still ono of
the best sc1411 films. This is
the conversion of the sec-
ond film sequel!
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Guide Ripley through the -
penal colony. Rescue the
prisoners from the Aliens.

' •41
.CONTROta JOY PAD

CONTINUES: 3
RESPONSTVISS: SHARD

GAME DIFFICULTY:
HARD

T he re p l a n e t  FIORNA 161 is thrown i c k  when t
sole survivor of the s a f t ,  Sulaco,
rescued from deep spa e r  name is
Ripley. Not that any of the problems no
facing FIORINA ore entirely her fault.
How was she to know that the terror fro
which she thought she'd escaped had
hitched a lift — namely an Alien.
However, only she has the knowledge to
bring things back to normal! Ironically
the biggest problem the colonists face at
first is their disbelief of Ripleys horrifying
stories; her tales of stomach-bursting,
man-eating, acid-bleeding Aliens sound
like the ramblings of a mad woman.

After a little gentle persuasion — the
Alien crashing through the common room
ceiling and dutifully slaughtering the

' on warden — the colonists agree that
re is a problem, but not before many

them are kidnapped and cocooned by
Industrious invader. It is now Ripley's

responsibility to save those inmates fro
certain death, if not a gut wrenching
stomadt tithe at the very least..

Li J!I I OCR.
Though there ts
a distinct lack of
destructive hard-
ware in evidence
in the film, Alien
3 the game gives
Ripley the
chance to let rip
with a selection
of four weapons.
Mind you, there
is just the one
Alien creature in
the film whereas
the game is

C O M M E N T
This Game Gear ver-
sion has just about
every feature of the
16-bit original. The
scrolling is mega-
smooth and the
sprites and back-
drops are very
atmospheric. There
are a few faults that
did annoy me —
sometimes those
Aliens move just too

fast, bufotherwise I was very
Impressed with. The ultimate plat-
form/shoot 'em up for the Game Gear,

CONTROL: JOY PAD 
CONTINUES: 3 

RESPONSIVESS: SHARP 
GAME DIFFICULTY: 
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~ select weapons m con-
junction with the 0-pad , 

Guide Ripley through the 
penal colony. Rescue the 
prisoners from the Aliens . 
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Though there is 
a distinct lack of 
destructive hard
ware in evidence 
in the film, Alien 
3 the game gives 
Ripley the 
chance to let rip 
with a selection 
of four weapons. 
Mind you , there 
,s just the one 
Alien creature in 
the film whereas 
the game is 

COMMENT 
This Game Gear ver
sion has just about 
every feature of the 
16-blt original. The 
scrolling is nHtga
smooth and the 
sprites and back
drops are very 
atmospheric. There 
are a f- faults that 
did annoy me -
sometimes those 
Allens move just too 

fast, but othetwlse I was very 
Impressed with. The ultimate plat
form/ shoot 'em up for the Game Gear, 
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n order to succeed in her
brave rescue bid and rid
the planet of Aliens, Ripley
must become adept at
some tunnel testing-type
activities. The penal colony
is linked by a network of
air vents and other such
ducts. Ripley never knows
what to expect when she
ventures in. Unfortunately,
especially in the later lev-
els, these perilous pipes
are often the only means
to the successful rescue of
all the colonists.

pod my keys!

corners he r d

swarming with
the scum!

HAND
GRENADE: An
ideal weapon
for clearing the
way ahead, the
John the Baptist
of artillery so to
speak.
Guaranteed to
raise a few
eyebrows not
to mention the
alarm.

MACHINE
GUN: Ripley's

standard
weapon and
easily the most
reliable. Aliens
require many
hits from the
machine gun to
finish them off
but there are
usually extra
supplies of bul-
lets left lying
around to stock
up on

FLAME
THROWER: As
formidable as it
is impressive.

Incinerate the
Alien scum to
dust with a
smile

GRENADE
LAUNCHER:
When used
with skill this

weapon is the
most powerful
in Ripley's pos-
session. Watch
those dirty par-
asites explode
and laugh long
and hard.
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A Did  yea hoe* something?

Sshi There it was again!

AANI SE M .

yl i'v• a train to catch!

When confronted by the
sprawling labyrinth of corri-
dors and passageways
awash with suspect drops
and not-so-lucky ladders'
any rescue attempt seems
close to the impossible. This
is why the resourceful Ripley
carries with her a portable
radar screen. The locations
of all the prisoners show up
on this screen but this
doesn't make the task any
easier. Ripley is still
required to find the quick-
est, safest route to their
freedom
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REVIEW

C O M M E N T
It's astonishing how close this version of
the Megadrive hit is to the original. The
gameplay is almost identical, the differ-
ences are so slight they are hardly worth
mentioning, and the action remains exact-
ly the some. Its success lies in the way that
a player often falls just short of the mark
but never feels cheated. Realising mis-
takes is for more rewarding than the usual
pattern, following antics of lesser shoot-
em-ups. Ripley doesn't move as well as in

I t h e  16-bit version but this minor niggle.
Each of the Aliens are portrayed magnificently. Another
feature in its favour is the necessity to work Ripleys strate-
gy out in advance because it's impossible for her to suc-
ceed without due care and attention. If you're looking for a
long-lasting, high class challenge with lots of adrenalin-
pumping action reach for this.
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An atimmoketst
title screen and plop
in your pants inter-
mission screens,
espetiolly the ones
that so graphically describe the late
of the lorsaken pHsoners. [ugh.

A Ripley's character
Is nicely animated but
more impressive still
ore the Aliens that
scuttle about to can-
vincingly as to make yaw skin crawl_
Muytert
v The backgrounds are very SWIM!

The music is they
classy indeed.

Only the sound
effects let the side
down a bit with some •••••
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' Alating gameplay
that reaps its awn
rewards.
V Ripley's mission
may prove to be a
very harrowing expersente as it Is
very difficult

A The enormous sits
at the game coupled
with the high level of
challenge guarantees
valise lot 1110011. This
is dog game that demands
again ear (ompletiork.

A thinking person's
platform, seek and
destroy blast-em-up
of the highest quali•
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